**Acronym Sheet**

**Post Status**

- E - Established
- UNE - Un-Established
- SP - Service Provider

**Man Status —Established Positions**

- PRO - Probation
- PER - Permanent
- PSC-C – Public Service Commission Contract
- GOG-C – Government of Grenada Contract
- TEMP - Temporary
- MM - Month to Month

**Man Status —Un- Established Positions**

- FTC - Fixed Term Contract
- UFN - Until Further notice letter
- OE - Open Ended Letter
- C4S/ GOG - Contract for Service/ Government of Grenada Contract
- DP - Daily Paid
- MP - Monthly Paid
- INT - Itinerant

**Police/ Prison Allowances** *(not listed on reg. form)*

- PDAL- Police Duty Allowance
- LUDY- Laundry Allowance
- PIAL- Police Incentive Allowance
- RIIA- Rent-In-Aid Allowance
- TALL- Telephone Allowance
- DISR- Disruptive Allowance
- HODA- Head of Department Allowance
- PBAL- Police Band Allowance
- PLCA- Plain Clothes Allowance
- FIBD- Fire Brigade Allowance
- LFSA- Life Saving Allowance
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